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"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of
their dreams" - Eleanor Roosevelt

What are our customers saying?What are our customers saying?

Survey Score:           5.00 out of 5.00Survey Score:           5.00 out of 5.00

Question:Question: How would you rate the timeliness of
the resolution of your issue?
Response: 5

Question:Question: Did the technician clearly
communicate with you the resolution of the
issue?
Response: 5

Question:Question: Was the issue resolved or work
completed to your satisfaction?
Response: 5

Does your business need help with 
Cloud Migration?

Migrating to the cloud can be a daunting
task for any company. We are experts in
cloud migration, and we make the process
easy, simple, and efficient for our clients.

Learn More

Contact Sales for more informationContact Sales for more information
at at sales@mtsolutions.netsales@mtsolutions.net

Services SpotlightServices Spotlight

The Latest In EDR FromThe Latest In EDR From
VMWareVMWare

Free, Self-paced Test Drive andFree, Self-paced Test Drive and
PresentationPresentation

Carbon Black Cloud is a new Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) tool from VMWare that consolidates
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multiple tools into one console. Carbon Black allows you
to implement Zero Trust with fewer tools and deliver
security with confidence and speed. Carbon Black gives
you the flexibility to configure security policy granularly,
so you can protect your organization from advanced
threats without impacting legitimate business tasks.
 
For a limited time, MTSI is offering a Free, self-paced test
drive of Carbon Black Cloud. The test drive will show you
how easy it is to use Carbon Black Cloud to protect your
organization and detect and remediate threats.
 
If you prefer an instructor led session, MTSi will be
hosting a virtual presentation and demonstration on
January 10th at 1:00 pm.
 
Contact salessales@mtsolutions.net@mtsolutions.net for access to the test drive

or to reserve your seat for the presentation.

 

2022 Cybersecurity Trends:2022 Cybersecurity Trends: 
Your Microsoft Exchange Server Is aYour Microsoft Exchange Server Is a

Security LiabilitySecurity Liability
Endless vulnerabilities. Widespread hacking campaigns. Slow and technically tough patching.Endless vulnerabilities. Widespread hacking campaigns. Slow and technically tough patching.   It's time toIt's time to

say goodbye to on-premise Exchangesay goodbye to on-premise Exchange..

Official Link

ONCE, REASONABLE PEOPLE who cared about security, privacy, and reliability ran their own email
servers. Today, the vast majority host their personal email in the cloud, handing off that substantial
burden to the capable security and engineering teams at companies like Google and Microsoft. Now,
cybersecurity experts argue that a similar switch is due—or long overdue—for corporate and government
networks. For enterprises that use on-premise Microsoft Exchange, still running their own email machine
somewhere in a closet or data center, the time has come to move to a cloud service—if only to avoid the
years-long plague of bugs in Exchange servers that has made it nearly impossible to keep determined
hackers out.

READ MORE
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